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Abstract

In this paper we present a system for robust online far-field
multi-channel speech recognition with minimal assump-
tions on microphone configuration and target location. We
employ an online-enabled Generalized Eigenvalue (GEV)
beamformer and a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) net-
work to robustly calculate the signal statistics necessary for
the beamforming operation in the front-end. After multiple
channels have been condensed to one, a Bidirectional Long
Short-Term Memory (BLSTM) acoustic model is applied
on a running window of input speech. This enables online
decoding in combination with the beamforming front-end.
To assess the performance of the system we test it on the
real evaluation set of the CHiME 3 data where we achieve
a Word Error Rate (WER) of 10.4 %.

1 Introduction

The recently held CHiME 3 challenge showed how modern
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems can suc-
cessfully exploit multi-channel input data [1]. Despite se-
vere background noise, the best performing system achieved
a Word Error Rate (WER) well below 6% on the evaluation
data [2]. Such performance helps to improve the usability
of hands-free speech controlled devices which are often
equipped with multiple microphones and whose usage is
becoming more and more popular among consumers. To
achieve this performance, [2] utilizes a Minimum Variance
Distortionless Response (MVDR) beamformer in combi-
nation with a strong Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
back-end. Unlike the baseline system, this system avoided
the calculation of the Time Differences of Arrival (TDOA)
and relied on signal statistics instead, which are given by
the estimated Cross-Power Spectral Density (PSD) matri-
ces of the target signal and noise. These were obtained
by calculating the Speech Presence Probability (SPP) for
every time frequency (tf)-bin. Our submission to the chal-
lenge used the same idea for the front-end, but instead of
a MVDR beamformer, we employed a Generalized Eigen-
value (GEV) beamformer. We also used a different method
to calculate the SPP: Instead of relying on a model-based
approach, we trained a neural network to carry out the task.
However, the baseline back-end was left unmodified.

Yet, the approach in [2] required multiple decoding
passes with multiple networks to achieve its impressive
performance. In fact, most of the top-scoring systems in
the challenge used techniques not available in an online
setting. This renders those approaches impracticable for
applications which require immediate feedback. The goal
of the study described here, is to achieve comparable re-
sults with an online-enabled system as required for such
applications, while making as few assumptions about the
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scenario as possible.
In [3] the best performing system was altered to en-

able an online usage with only a slightly increased WER.
This was achieved by using a speaker independent CNN
acoustic model and an online update of the SPP estimation:
The PSD matrices were initialized from the available train-
ing data and then subsequently updated using a Complex
Gaussian Mixture Model (CGMM) model. This initializa-
tion, however, might be a possible drawback as it implicitly
assumes a certain target position at the beginning (i.e., the
ones found in the training). While this works well for the
CHiME 3 data where the speakers position is more or less
the same for every utterance, it might be problematic for
use-cases where the device position is fixed but the speaker
position changes every time the device is used. This is for
example a common scenario for smart home devices.

In [4] it was shown that Bidirectional Long Short-Term
Memory (BLSTM) networks give strong improvements in
performance as opposed to feedforward Deep Neural Net-
work (DNN) which are limited to a local future context.
Further BLSTM networks can be used within a moving
window without much loss of performance, thereby re-
moving the advantage of straight forward online decoding
of feedforwards DNNs.

In this work we present our approach to an online ASR
system which, albeit having a similar setup as [3], does not
make any prior assumptions regarding the target position.
We organize the paper as follows: In Section 2 we give an
overview of our system with a focus on the front-end. We
then extensively evaluate this system in Section 3 before
drawing our conclusions in Section 4.

2 System Overview

2.1 Front-End

We model an observed signal Y in the Short Time Fourier
Transform (STFT)-domain as the superposition of the tar-
get image X and distortions N. These distortions might be
introduced by noise sources or by reverberation effects:

Y(t,f) =X(t,f)+N(t,f), (1)

where t∈{1, . . .T} is the time frame index and f ∈{1, . . .F}
is the frequency bin index. In the following we will omit
the frequency index f for brevity.

2.1.1 GEV Beamformer

The GEV beamformer is used to suppress the distortions.
It maximizes the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the beam-
former output in each frequency bin separately, leading to
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Table 1: LSTM network configuration for mask estimation

Layer Units Type Non-Linearity pdropout

L1 1024 LSTM Tanh 0.5
L2 1024 FF ELU 0.5
L3 1024 FF ELU 0.5
L4 1024/1026 FF Sigmoid 0.0

the beamformer coefficients [5]:

FGEV = argmax
F

FHΦXXF

FHΦNNF
. (2)

The optimal filter coefficient vector FGEV is given by
the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of
the following generalized eigenvalue problem:

ΦXXFGEV = λΦNNFGEV. (3)

Hence, the solution only relies on the signal statistics: the
target PSD matrix ΦXX and the noise PSD matrix ΦNN.
For the online scenario these statistics are estimated in a
block-wise fashion. We initialize the PSD matrices with
a scaled identity matrix (i.e., we do not make any assump-
tions on the targets position) and subsequently update them
as follows:

Φ̃νν (kM) = Φ̃νν ((k−1)M)+
kM−1

∑
i=(k−1)M

Mν (i)Y (i)Y (i)H

Φνν (k) =
Φ̃νν (k)

∑kM
i=0 Mν (i)

(4)

Here, k describes the block index, M the block size,
ν ∈ {X,N} indicates which signal statistics we want to
estimate and Mν indicate the tf bins where the signal ν is
dominant. These statistics are then used to calculate new
beamforming coefficients FGEV for the k-th block. Note
that we solve eq. 3 for each block individually and do not
apply any smoothing technique.

2.1.2 Mask Estimation Network

The online scenario required us to modify the network con-
figuration for spectral mask used in our previous work.
We replace the BLSTM with a uni-directional Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM) neural network and increase the
number of units. We found the latter to be necessary for
a reliable estimation. The complete configuration of the
network is shown in Table 1.

The scenario also prohibits us to use batch-normalization
that was used in our previous works where we estimated
the statistics over a whole utterance, even at test time. One
way to cope with this problem would be to estimate the
statistics using the training corpus and keep those values
fixed during testing as proposed in [6]. However, this de-
teriorated the masks severely leading to very poor beam-
forming results even when we just applied it to the first
layer. Another possible solution we tried was to abdicate
normalization completely. But this led to even worse per-
formance at test time.

We finally settled with a fixed input normalization at
training time and a running average normalization at test

time for the first layer only. We estimate the mean ā and
variance σa of the lateral LSTM connection for the k-th
block according to

â=
t

∑
i=t−M

a(i)

M

ā(k) = ā(k−1)
k−1
k

+
1
k
â

σa (k) = σa (k−1)
k−1
k

+
1
k

t

∑
i=t−M

(a(i)− â)2 (5)

and use these values to normalize the activations. Addi-
tionally we replace the Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) ac-
tivation function with the Exponential Linear Unit (ELU)
activation function which has an effect similar to batch-
normalization during training as discussed in [7].

2.1.3 Masks for Voice Activity Detection

For most of the audio files, the first few 100ms contain no
speech from the target. Since we need a target to do beam-
forming in the first place, we use the target mask ΦXX as
an indication of speech activity. As long as the cumulative
sum of all of its elements is under a certain threshold (1000
in this work), we keep accumulating the frames and do not
perform any beamforming or recognition. Once the thresh-
old is reached, we calculate the first beamforming vector
and perform the beamforming operation on all frames ac-
cumulated so far. We opted to use this method instead of
a fixed first blocksize in order to keep the delay at a min-
imum since for some utterances, there can be speech even
in the first few frames.

2.2 Back-End

The online ASR back-end is constructed as follows. Dur-
ing feature extraction, normalization is applied by shifting
a window. The BLSTM acoustic model is trained in an
offline fashion. But during recognition the BLSTM acous-
tic model is computed on a running window as outlined
in more detail in the following section. After a first pass,
a second pass is done applying speaker adaptation using
the Constrained Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression
(CMLLR) transformation.

2.2.1 Acoustic Model

Recently, LSTMs yield state-of-the-art results for acoustic
modeling and perform better than feedforward DNNs [8–
10]. It also has been shown that bidirectional LSTMs per-
form better than unidirectional ones [11]. However, apply-
ing BLSTMs in an online setting is not straight-forward. In
[4] we demonstrated one approach to use BLSTM acous-
tic models for online recognition which yields almost the
same recognition performance as with offline BLSTM recog-
nition.

In offline BLSTM recognition, we would do the for-
warding through the BLSTM given the whole input se-
quence xT

1 ∈ R
T×D to estimate the posterior probabilities

pt(s|x∞
1 ) for all output states s and all t ∈ {1, . . . ,T}.

In our approach to online BLSTM recognition, we op-
erate only on a moving window over an input sequence of
unknown length x∞

1 ∈R
N×D. We always move the window

of fixed size Tw by Ts time frames, i. e. the i-th window is
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Xi := xTw+i·Ts
1+i·Ts

with i ∈ N0. Note that this results in up to
�Tw/Ts� overlapping windows for any specific time frame.
For each window Xi, we do one forwarding through the
BLSTM to get the posterior probabilities pt(s|Xi) for the
corresponding time frames t. We estimate the final acous-
tic model posterior probability qt(s|x∞

1 ) by averaging over
the individual window posterior estimations with an op-
tional weighting scheme for each time frame in a window,
i. e. we calculate

qt(s|x∞
1 ) =

∑∞
i=0Wi·Ts(t) ·pt(s|Xi)

∑∞
i=0Wi·Ts(t)

(6)

where Wτ (t) ∈ R≥0 is the weighting for time frame t ∈
{τ +1, . . . , τ +Tw} in the window xτ+Tw

τ+1 .
We had the intuition that the BLSTM probability es-

timations of the center frames of a window might be bet-
ter than at the edges and we can use the weighting to let
them contribute more for the final estimation. In [4] we
did several experiments with different weighting schemes.
We found the weighting scheme to have a lesser effect than
expected. Nevetheless a triangle weighting was observed
to be slightly better than a uniform distribution, therefore
we use it in this work.

We also found that a window size of about Tw = 100,
i.e. 1 second is enough, but given that, more important is
to have a high amount of overlaps like �Tw/Ts�= 20.

Note that each forwarding of each window is indepen-
dent and thus can be parallelized.

2.2.2 Speaker Adaptation

In an online scenario only previously seen data is available
for each algorithm. To estimate CMLLR transformation
matrices, a context, which is longer than an average sen-
tence, is required. Therefore different utterances of the
same speaker need to be used in conjunction for the es-
timation. If the speaker is known, only segments previ-
ously processed from the target speaker, excluding the cur-
rent segment, are used to compute the adaptation matrices.
This will be denoted as sequential CMLLR (sCMLLR). In
case the speaker is not known, an automatic clustering al-
gorithm needs to be applied. A straight forward approach
would be online k-means clustering [12]. In this work, su-
pervised speaker information was available and used for
adaptation.

3 Experimental Results

3.1 Experimental Setup and Baseline Systems

To evaluate our approach, a series of experiments were
conducted on the 3rd CHiME Challenge [13] dataset. The
CHiME 3 scenario is about automatic speech recognition
for a multi-microphone tablet device being used in every-
day environments. Four different environments have been
defined: cafe, street junction, public transport and pedes-
trian area. For each environment, two types of noisy speech
data have been provided, real and simulated. The real
data consists of 6-channel recordings of sentences from
the WSJ0 corpus [14] spoken within real environments.
The simulated data was constructed by mixing clean ut-
terances into background recordings of the above environ-
ment. In this work we use nn-gev [15, 16] for beamform-
ing the audio channels and both RASR [17, 18] and RE-
TURNN [10, 19] for building the speech recognition sys-
tem.

The training data of the system consist of all six micro-
phone channels as well as the beamformed data presented
sequentially in a single channel. Each channel contains
15 hours of training data. The baseline system uses 16-
dimensional MFCC features and has 1501 tied states. The
acoustic model LSTM baseline has 5 layers with 600 hid-
den units and is trained using ADAM [20] on 16-dimensional
MFCC features only. For regularization, three methods are
used in conjunction. Dropout with 10% probability and
L2-regularization with a weight of 0.001 are applied at
each hidden layer. In addition gradient noise [21] with a
weight of 0.3 is used during training. The online models
are trained by importing the weights of the offline base-
line and retraining the model with the online data coming
from the beamformer. In the case of online processing,
the normalization window has a length of 1 second and the
windows of the acoustic model are also 1 second in size
but are shifted by 50 ms. This results in an overlap of 20
windows and also increases the computational complexity
by the same amount. Increasing the chunk-size and reduc-
ing the step-size would increase performance but degrade
the real-time factor and increase delay.

3.2 Evaluation of Proposed Online Algorithms

The proposed online decoding scheme is evaluated in this
section. All word error rates depicted are from beamformed
data of the real condition evaluation set of CHiME 3. It
contains 4 speakers each recorded in four environments
adding up to 130 minutes of data. Every setting was eval-
uated on a 3-gram language model provided by the 3rd
CHiME Challenge without neural network rescaling.

3.2.1 Influence of the beamformer

The proposed online beamformer has two parameters in-
fluencing its performance, namely the blocksize and the
threshold (see Section 2.1.3). We also introduce an op-
tional postfilter: The Blind Analytic Normalization (BAN)
filter redistributes the signal energies to remove distortions
introduced by the beamforming operation [5]. The rea-
soning behind this is that energies distributed more simi-
lar to the noisy data (which represents 85% of the training
data) might result in increased performance. We evaluated
the influence of those parameters and report the resulting
WER on the real development data in Table 3. The acous-
tic model was a 3 layer LSTM with 500 hidden units.

Contrary to our expectations, the postfilter does not in-
crease the performance. Instead, the results are actually
slightly worse. The evaluation also reveals that a threshold
of 100 is too low. We therefor recommend to use 1000 as a
good trade-off between performance and delay. With this
threshold, the blocksize is also not too critical as long as
it is bigger than one frame. Here, 10 is a good choice to
balance delay and computational complexity. We use this
configuration for all following experiments.

The difference between online and offline beamform-
ing is visible in Table 3. Given the same acoustic model
and normalization, the WER increases by roughly 3 per-
cent points. Further investigations reveal, that the masks
used to estimate the PSD matrices do not differ much. How-
ever, we observe that there is a noticeable difference be-
tween the cosine distance of the beamforming vectors of
the online and offline version at the beginning of an ut-
terance which mostly vanishes half way through the utter-
ance.
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Table 2: Comparison of successively replacing baseline parts with proposed online system on real evaluation dataset of
CHiME3. The evaluation was performance on a 5 layer LSTM for the speaker adapted scenarios and a 7 layer LSTM for
the speaker independent cases. In both cases 600 hidden units were used.

WER [%] with speaker adaptation
Normalization Beamformer Acoustic Model none sCMLLR CMLLR

Offline Offline Offline 8.6 7.1 6.9
Online Online 9.2

Offline 9.4
Online Online 12.1 10.4

Offline 12.7

Table 3: WER on development set for different beam-
former configurations on a 3 layer LSTM with 500 hidden
units.

Blocksize
Postfilter Threshold 1 5 10 15

yes 100 12.2 12.1 11.7 11.6
1000 11.4 11.3 11.0 11.0

no 100 12.2 11.6 11.5 11.4
1000 11.4 11.0 11.0 11.0

3.2.2 Influence of Adaptation

In this section the viability of sequential CMLLR and the
influence of unadapted training data on the complexity of
the model are investigated.

Table 4: Impact on WER of number of segments used per
speaker for estimation of CMLLR matrices on a 3 layer
BLSTM with 500 hidden units. The WER is an average of
4 speakers with 330 segments each.

# of segments WER %

1 14.7
5 11.1

10 10.9
30 10.5
20 10.2
30 10.0
80 10.0

330 9.9

Table 4 depicts the impact on the WER by limiting the
number of available segments for estimation of CMLLR
matrices. The acoustic model, which is a 3 layer BLSTM
with 500 hidden units, was trained with CMLLR matri-
ces estimated on all segments of the target speaker. Dur-
ing recognition only a subset of segments are used. It can
be seen that after 10 segments, which on average equals
roughly 60 seconds of audio data, the loss in WER is about
10%. But after 3 minutes there is no more loss in perfor-
mance. This makes sequential CMLLR a viable technique
for adaptation in online scenarios.

Table 5 shows the ability of LSTMs to handle the in-
creased variability of unadapted data. All investigated net-
works had 600 hidden units. In case of adapted training
data, the performance peaks at 5 layers with 6.9% WER
and degrades slightly if more layers are added. But in case
of unadapted data, further improvements can be gained by

Table 5: Comparison between optimal layer count at 600
hidden units for adapted and unadapted training data.

Adaptation Normalization # of layers WER %

CMLLR Offline 5 6.9
6 7.6
7 7.6

none Online 5 10.6
6 10.4
7 9.4

increasing the complexity of the model. Models with a
higher number of layers are able to better handle the in-
creased diversity in the data.

3.2.3 From offline to online

In this section the influence of successively replacing each
component of the offline baseline with a corresponding on-
line component will be investigated. Table 2 shows the
WER for different combinations of baseline and the pro-
posed online components. The offline model has a strong
baseline of 6.9% WER which is only diminished slightly
to 7.1% by applying sequential CMLLR. Switching from a
segment-wise normalization to a moving window decreases
performance by a relative 9%. Applying the online beam-
former preprocessing degrades the performance a additional
30%. But applying the running window decoding method
even improves performance by a slight amount, but at the
cost of highly increased computational complexity.

Conclusively switching from online to offline process-
ing provides an improvement of 10.1 % to 6.9 % (34%
relative improvement)

4 Conclusions

In this paper we propose a multi-channel far field speech
recognition system which is capable of online decoding
from the preprossessing to the acoustic model with mini-
mal assumptions on the speakers position and microphone
array geometry. We investigated the impact on the perfor-
mance for each part going from offline to online process-
ing and found that the beamformer is the biggest bottle-
neck while evaluating BLSTMs with averages of moving
windows increases the performance of the acoustic model
compared to evaluation on the whole sequence. Overall,
the performance difference switching from an offline based
system to the online one are 3.5 percent points in WER.
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